SYSTEM BLUE
VIRTUAL CURRICULUM OPPORTUNITIES
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS FOR CONTINUOUS CHANGE
CUSTOMIZABLE & BUILT FOR YOUR PROGRAM
Driven by today’s uncertainty and accelerating pace of continual change, System Blue’s virtual opportunities are solutions for today’s educators and students. System Blue virtual offerings allow an adaptive and flexible way of delivering performing arts education.

Our list of educators provides the backbone of our adaptive teams to help educators and students thrive in this new era of continuous change. Our virtual solutions are outcome-based to make your time worthwhile.

Our goal is to help motivate, engage, and inspire. Keeping music education relevant is very important to us during these challenging times, and we want to provide support to music educators on the front lines. The four main areas that we offer include Design; Pedagogy; Performance; and Leadership.
System Blue was born to enable artists, students, and educators worldwide to unlock their full potential. In 2008, we saw a gap in the resources available to help our community excel, and so we set out to reinvent the way we learn, perform, and an extensive network of artists, educators, and corporate partners to create game-changing products and top of the line educational experiences in the performing arts. Together, we hope to inspire and support your lifelong journey of growth and discovery – and empower YOU to realize your full potential!

World-class educational content is at the forefront of what we do at System Blue. Our team is committed to offering customizable learning experiences that foster confidence and maturity from private lessons and multi-day clinics to online training and program consultation. We are also proud to partner with some of the industry’s greatest minds to deliver products and resources that are guaranteed to help you and your program shine. At System Blue, we thrive on innovation and collaboration, which is why we’re devoted to working with our partners on new and exciting tools that accelerate a path to success for students and educators everywhere.

At the end of the day, a system is only as great as the sum of its parts, and ours is backed by over 100 years of combined experience and expertise - excellence is in our DNA. We at System Blue share your passion and dedication for the performing arts and promise to utilize our network of professionals to lift our community to new heights.

Together, there is nothing we can’t accomplish!
WORKSHOPS WITH A FUNDRAISING COMPONENT

We have condensed our successful 2-day virtual workshop into an intense, fun & educational 4.5 hours. This workshop is open to all students of any experience level, as well as educators. We have separate tracks for Leadership; Drum Majors; Winds; Color Guard; Battery Percussion and Front Ensemble Percussion. This workshop is for all experience levels. With the virtual format, instruments & equipment are not necessary but recommended. The workshop also includes special breakout sessions for directors & educators.

With the loss of in-person fundraisers, whether it was candy sales or football game concessions stands, we understand the difficulty this puts on program’s budgets. This workshop can also act as a fundraiser for a “host” school, where the duties only require helping to get the word out and invite the other schools in the district to attend.

Contact us today at education@systemblue.org!
We can provide master classes and guest artists virtually to present to students, whether they’re in the classroom or learning from home online. We have educators covering almost any topic you are looking for – brass, woodwinds, percussion, color guard, movement, dance, and the list goes on. We can assist with marching band as well as concert band.

We want to help you fill your virtual curriculum to keep your students engaged, inspired, motivated, and energized! Besides providing educational opportunities for your students, we can also provide professional development with master classes for directors and staff. We offer experts in design, pedagogy, leadership, ensembles, and performance.

Contact us today at education@systemblue.org!
We have partnered with Dr. Tim Lautzenheiser to bring a virtual version of his program, *Classic Leadership*, a curriculum for the development of student leaders. This weekly program can be customized to fit any schedule!

Tim is a Senior Educational Advisor for System Blue and a trusted friend to anyone interested in working with young people in developing a desire for excellence and a passion for high-level achievement. His books continue to be bestsellers in the educational world.

In 1981, Tim created Attitude Concepts for Today, Inc., an organization designed to manage the many requests for workshops, seminars, and convention speaking engagements focusing on the area of positive attitude and effective leadership training. Over two million students have experienced his acclaimed student leadership workshops over the last three decades.

*Contact us today at education@systemblue.org!*
We have educational staff that is available for 30-minute virtual private lessons. We are currently offering lessons for brass players, percussionists (battery and front ensemble), arranging for winds or percussion, and Sibelius training. Our Director of Education, Frank Troyka, also offers sessions for Students and Directors. We’re continually adding more staff, so contact us for a subject that you are interested in that may not be listed.

Contact us today at education@systemblue.org!

We have many incredible educators on our System Blue Private Lessons team who specialize in a variety of fields, including:

- Scott Johnson (Battery Percussion)
- Brian Dinkel (Front Ensemble)
- John Meehan (Brass)
- Chip Crotts (Brass)
- Frank Troyka (Leadership & Concert Band)
We can help design, implement, and execute a virtual honor band for you, whether for marching band or concert band. The marching band version is just a different spin on the honor band format.

With either format, we can administer everything from the video submission process to the audition music, provide adjudicators, and compose the performance piece. We will then create a professionally produced video to showcase the virtual honor band performance! We can customize the experience to meet your district’s needs and desires completely.

Let us help you create an honor band in the virtual space!

Contact us today at education@systemblue.org!
Our world-renowned educational staff has traveled extensively and learned how to adapt to different styles, cultural modes, and languages.

If your program is outside of the USA, we can help build a plan that best fits your time zone, so that we may be able to provide that live experience where your students can interact with our educators.

We can bring world-class education to you!

Contact us today at education@systemblue.org!
LET’S BUILD A PLAN THAT BEST FITS YOUR PROGRAM!

CONTACT US TODAY.

education@systemblue.org
4065 Nelson Avenue Concord, CA 94520
+1 (925) 689-2918
SYSTEMBLUE.ORG